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SCAVENGER HUNTS MADE EASY.
Eventzee stems from Munzee, a geo-locational scavenger hunt game that uses QR codes
around the world for players to find and scan for points. In three years Munzee has grown to
more than 100 countries with nearly 200,000 players worldwide.
As our community grew a need arose for hosting private Munzee events in an easy, fun way.
We then saw an opportunity to develop a new app that would make privatized scavenger
hunts easier and more customizable for smartphones. What resulted was Eventzee, the easiest
way to host private scavenger hunts for any event possible.
Whether you’re planning a family reunion, organizing a trade show, or interested in alternative
ways to develop corporate training, Eventzee can help you create an exciting and unique
experience for everyone involved.
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How It Works
START YOUR HUNT.
Whether it’s 200 people or 2, our feature-filled and user-friendly admin tools will get
your game going in no time. We’ve made it easy for you to create and control an engaging
competition through our web and mobile app. Choose between a traditional photo-based
scavenger hunt or a QR code-based hunt, where players use Eventzee to locate QR code
stickers hidden in the wild. Customize your game in countless ways to make the most of your
hunt. Custom artwork, unlimited player access and more options are available as well.

ROUND ‘EM UP.
You’ve got your hunt planned, so now you need your hunters. Have everyone involved
download the free Eventzee app to their Android or iOS device and RSVP to your event. Once
players request to join you can approve them and start communication. Or if you choose a
premium package, we will set up and run the event for you.

HUNTING TIME!
The hunters are ready for the hunt, now let the games begin! Watch the events unfold in realtime through the web based admin tools. As players hunt you can manage communication,
approve photos and even use push notifications mid-hunt with hidden tasks for extra points.
Now take a bow, because you’ve just hosted one of the most engaging social events your
family/company/school has ever been a part of!
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INTERESTED?
Using Eventzee you can create, control and customize your
very own mobile scavenger hunt from the comfort of your
computer. All you have to do is contact us. Our dedicated
staff can take your event to the next level and customize
nearly every aspect of the game to your needs.
Eventzee is what you make it- and you can make it great.
Not ready to start your own event yet? Give our free
weekly photo hunts a try. Each week we have worldwide
photo hunts that anyone can play. Compete with people
around the world and get a taste of what it’s like to play
Eventzee- maybe even take notes for your own
hunt. Check the Eventzee blog daily for new clues and see
where you fall on the leaderboard in the mobile app.
If you’re interested in using Eventzee for your next event,
contact us at:

www.EventzeeApp.com
eventzee@munzee.com
BE SURE TO FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR ALL THE LATEST eventzee NEWS.
facebook.com/eventzee

@EventzeeApp

@Eventzee

linkedin.com/company/eventzee
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